Transforming Digital Mortgage
The Right Platform, the Right Experience

A robust solution that houses the loan officer fully within the platform.
Coupled with our robust integrations, the Loan Officer can complete all
tasks including income/asset verifications, disclosures, locking, appraisal
payment and much more.
Committed to your Loan Officers - Cloudvirga has created a user
experience that is intuitive, helpful, easy to navigate and minimizes use
of multiple existing platforms.
Battle Tested and Proven - The Cloudvirga platform is used by 10 of
the Top 40 mortgage originators with total loan annual loan volume of
$200 billion annually. All with an Application Completion Rate of 80%+
and a Net Promoter Score of 92%

Cloudvirga’s unique platform empowers the Loan Officer
through our integrations and improves their experience
through focused technology.

The Power of Cloudvirga in the
Palm of Your Hand

A Stewart Company

One Platform – Two Perspectives

Loan Officer

Consumer

Close loans more efficiently and with the best user
experience

A white labeled, full-featured, mobile-first digital
mortgage solution for borrowers, realtors, and
originators

Cloudvirga’s unique platform not only empowers
the Loan Officer with our technology and
integrations, but through focused technology
that improves their overall experience.

Communicate, collaborate, review and assist from
any device, anywhere, any time.

Lock in borrower commitment quickly, efficiently
and compliantly with the fastest digital workflow
available.
Create underwriting-ready files with accurate
disclosures for all products.
Remove downstream inefficiencies with realtime, dynamic updates to fees, disclosures and
needs lists.

Built by mortgage experts for mortgage experts.

Empower borrowers with a simple, mobile
optimized ADA compliant experience.
Improve efficiency with self-service features, such
as eVOA, appraisal ordering, disclosure review and
e-sign, and borrower ability to run credit.
Boost productivity with task automation and
built-in workflows.

Consumer POSCloudvirga’s Digital Mortgage Platform:
Puts Our Customers Ahead of the Game

Schedule a Demo Today: www.cloudvirga.com

